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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT 
 The current study aims to highlight specific voice parameters which could be seen 

more prominently in the cases of substance use relapse as compared to the non-
relapse cases. The current study tries to present the possibilities of relapse in the 
cases of substance use based on voice samples. As literature suggests a strong 
correlation of neural markers in substance use, current study also considers EEG 
excerpt as a biomarker to postulate, strengthened and substantiate findings. The 
major aim of the study is to explore accuracy of Layered Voice Analysis (LVA) as 
an objective tool in predicting its clinical utility. 
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Introduction 

 
In 2019, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment of India released a survey report, where a household survey 
of total 200,111 participants across 36 states and UTs was conducted. In this survey 72,642 individuals (aged 18-
75 years) of people were found with drug dependence. Drug influence was found to be most in the males of 
northern and eastern zones of India followed by southern and western zones (Ambekar et al, 2019). Despite 
several de-addiction and rehabilitation centers, a major challenge before the society is dealing with its relapse 
which is highly probable due to its addictive properties which is confirmed in several studies (Decker et al, 2017; 
Andresson et al, 2019; Moeller & Paulus, 2019). Keeping in view a huge rate of relapse in substance use, the current 
study plans to target exploration of Indian population. 
 
In the past two decades, substance abuse has emerged as a strong phenomenon affecting all the segments of Indian 
society (Sahu & Sahu 2012). According to WHO report of 2019, 31 million persons are suffering from drug related 
disorders. Substance use has been identified as a serious problem targeting public health. The Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition, commonly known as DSM-5, which is published by 
American Psychological Association in May 2013, defines substance use as a group of disorders where it identifies 
ten separate categories of drugs having potential to result into substance use disorders. These are- caffeine, 
tobacco, cannabis, hallucinogens, opioids, alcohol, inhalants, sedatives, stimulants and other unidentified 
substances. These substances have potential to produce adverse neurobiological, cognitive, psychological, 
behavioural, social and legal consequences and are highly associated with major mental health and social 
disturbances resulting in crime ranging from mild to heinous. The basis of targeting male sample in this proposed 
study is a higher prevalence rate of substance use in male population (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and 
Drug Addiction, 2005; Thibaut, 2018). 
 
The recent studies show strong evidence of substance use related rising crime in India. This includes pathological 
gambling (Sarkar, 2012), suicide (Reddy, 2019) physical abuse, child abuse, sexual assault (Sharma, 2018). These 
observations are found prevalent worldwide where substance use has been found associated with criminal conduct 
(Cheon et al, 2017; Bennet et al, 2008). Drug use and delinquent offending is also evidenced in the earlier studies 
(Johnson et al, 1991). Avasthi and Ghosh (2019) supports that drug use in India has significantly grown in the 
past two to three decades where natural substances have been replaced by non-natural or synthetic substances 
(Avasthi et al, 2019). 
 
The proposed study plans to identify the acoustic markers in the patients of substance abuse which can predict 
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the possibilities of relapse in such patients. India has a high rate of male population suffering from substance 
abuse and also their subsequent involvement in anti-social and criminal activities. Therefore this study suggests 
to assess the possibilities of relapse so that the government bodies can take necessary steps to control the re-
occurrence of substance use and the related crime. 
 
There are several research studies conducted on substance use and its association with various crimes and 
delinquency (Skjærvø et al, 2017; McKetin et al, 2020; Sutherland et al, 2015; Walters, 2018; Fearn et al, 2016; 
Craig et al, 2019). As mentioned earlier about the problem of relapse which has been much studied in terms of 
biomarkers and neuroimaging including EEG, ERP etc. (Moeller & Paulus, 2019; Hanlon et al, 2016; Houston et 
al, 2018; Tokko et al, 2019), an exploratory work is intended to find out other psychophysiological parameters 
which might be of great importance. 
 
Layered voice analysis instrument is a scientific tool which has been proved to be effective in forensic 
investigations which aids to find out possibilities of deception by voice samples of suspects. This tool has also been 
used in clinical studies; however substantial literature base is still awaited. Vocal acoustic properties are still 
unexplored in such cases while predicting relapse. However, the literature concerning the voice acoustic 
properties in other psychiatric disorders such as depression (Espinola et al, 2020; Hashim et al, 2017; Cummins 
et al, 2015), bipolar disorder (Gideon et al, 2016), schizophrenia (Compton et al, 2018; Chakraborty et al, 2018) 
and other mental health disorders (Cogen et al, 2019; Daly et al, 2015) is widely available. Therefore keeping in 
mind a strong comorbidity of substance use with mental disorders and antisocial patterns (Walker, 2017; Lehman 
& Dixon, 2016; Mir et al, 2015; Peters, 2015; Auerbach et al, 2016), the current study proposes to assess vocal 
acoustic markers in predicting relapse in substance use, using EEG as an additional aid to corroborate the 
findings. 
 
On the other hand EEG studies are also available pertaining to substance use. EEG has been used as a diagnostic 
and screening tool in substance use where it has assured of related abnormalities (Mumtaz et al, 2018; Mumtaz 
et al., 2017). In a recent neuroimaging study on predicting relapse in substance use where a weakened functional 
connectivity of corticolimbic and corticostriatal brain regions were found of significant importance along with 
reduced gray and white matter volume and connectivity in prefrontal regions (Moeller & Paulus, 2018).  In this 
study, addiction has been studied in terms of initiation to the prediction of relapse. Results indicated that response 
inhibition and its underlying neural correlates predict both substance use outcomes in terms of onset and 
abstinence. Roles of frontal cortex were explored such as, inferior frontal gyrus, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, 
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 
 
Furthermore it was found that under activation of these brain regions during response inhibition predicted not 
only the onset of substance use, but also better abstinence among addicted individuals. However, the significant 
role of subcortical areas is still unclear because of inconsistent results and also that these regions are less 
classically reported in studies of healthy response inhibition. A conclusion was drawn that response inhibition is 
not only significant in current substance addiction, but rather a core neurocognitive dimension that predicts key 
substance use outcomes. They also concluded that early intervention in inhibitory deficits could have a great 
significance and relevance in clinical and public health. The prediction regarding relapse has been explored in 
various aspects such as social bonding and social interest, where internal and external vulnerability factors have 
been explored (Giordano et al, 2014). Duration in relapse is also explored (Naderi, 2008). Apart from this, role of 
socio cultural factors have also been explored where family, perceived social support and expressed emotions were 
also found to have role (Atadokht et al, 2015). Lack of proper communication with the family members (single 
individuals) and lack of understanding and maltreatment of husband, wife, and children (married individuals) 
was found as an important factor in addiction relapse (Din Mohammadiv et al., 2007). 
 
fMRI studies have also suggested significant findings. In a study on personality measures and striatal and insular 
activity during reward-processing in terms of relapse, it was explored that neuroimaging can be developed in 
combination with other measures as an instrument to predict relapse (Gowin et al, 2015). High risk situations for 
relapse for self-referred addicts has also been explored where unpleasant emotions and physical discomfort was 
found to be the most important reason for relapse and whereas, pleasure emotions were found to be the least 
important reason (Shafiei et al, 2014). 369 
 
In India studies have been conducted encompassing the factors responsible for relapse in substance use (Mattoo 
et al, 2009; Sau et al, 2013; Sharma, 2012), interventions in relapse (Rentala et al, 2020), long term outcome 
(Singh et al, 2008), effects of injection cessation (Mehta, 2012), coping behaviours in relapse (Maulik et al, 2002) 
etc. The relapse vulnerability is explained by Sinha (2011) where it was explored in terms of biological and clinical 
connotations. 
 
Although, an extensive research is still awaited regarding clinical use of LVA, there are few studies which have 
been conducted in various countries concerning the use of LVA in clinical and organizational domains. In a study 
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authors analyzed managerial affective states by using conference call audios in which a vocal emotion analysis was 
done. They generated new evidence that their linguistic content provides useful information (Mayew & 
Venkatachalam 2011). Another study on adult ADHD was conducted by Bloch et al. (2015) on prosody production 
which relates with both, emotional and cognitive state of the speaker and to the task being performed where they 
found significant changes in ADHD females. Construction of a communication system based on emotional 
synchronization was also explored where effectiveness was verified by experiments in human-robot 
communication (Usui at al., 2008). 
 
Implicating the use of LVA in assessing global stress level, it was established that the propriety voice generated 
global stress parameter might serve as an indicator of a stress level in a setting with controlled background noise. 
Another study determining the personality traits with the use of LVA concluded a significant correlation between 
emotional factors and personality traits (Manchireddy et al, 2010). Also, in the domain of very common 
psychiatric disorders such as anxiety and depression LVA is found useful. In a study on evaluation of symptoms 
of depression and anxiety, correlations were observed among various parameters, psychological and physiological 
indexes. LVA was found to be a reliable technology in the assessment of depression and anxiety. Use of LVA in 
detection of cognitive dissonance was investigated in Duke University and they concluded that vocal cues are 
successful at identifying misreporting in a laboratory setting. Voice analysis is able to detect emotions stemming 
from this dissonance and successfully classify individuals as misreports or truth-tellers 71% of the time (Hobson 
et al, 2010). 
 
Role of LVA in analyzing cognitive dissonance was further established by Elkins in 2011 who further with his 
associates partially confirmed LVA role in security screening (Elkins et al, 2012).. In a study by Conradie in 
University of South Africa on pedophilia, it was concluded that LVA technology is a sophisticated linguistic tool 
to access what goes on in the mind of the pedophile and it does have the capacity to unravel his mind. The 
information it can unearth about the paedophile (thinking levels, emotional levels, risk factors, sexual arousal) is 
invaluable for the investigator, the court, the therapist and the correctional officer. Study was conducted on 
interaction between signaler and recipient and identifies the circumstances under which people feel more or less 
embarrassed in response to a compliment on a product. By measuring participants’ emotional reaction with the 
LVA technology, authors believed that they were able to capture less biased emotional measures than self-reports 
(Han et al, 2010). 
 

Conclusion 
 
This study suggests the preparation of new policies imbibing the use of novel parameters of assessing and 
predicting relapse in substance abuse population such as Layered voice analysis instrument and EEG markers. 
Substance use related crime rate is very much prevalent in India. The government of India has devised many 
programs to eradicate the current conditions but a need for improvement and more research and public education 
is needed in this area. Looking at the current circumstances where the drug use is highly associated with criminal 
and antisocial conduct in the Indian society, a need to know the effectiveness of current programs is felt which 
can be assessed by knowing the probability of relapse in substance use cases. 
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